
 
 
Cir /28 /AVIS/2021         Date: 07.10.2021 
Dear Parent,                                                                                                                
Greetings!! 

Grade: III  
Pl.  Find, October Scholastic and Co-scholastic - Log sheet 2021-22. Calendar for the Month is 
uploaded in the Parent app and on the website for your reference.  

 

Theme of the Month: "SDG 16: Peace, Justice & Strong Institutions  
Thought of the Month: “Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. 
Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that.” 
 

Subjects Chapter / SEA /Learning Objectives / Art 
integration details 

Class test and Tentative HW/ 
Resources to be used. 

FL- English Poem- Tiptoe Night 
SEA- Draw a scenery showing the 

difference between Day and Night. 
Ls- 7 The Seven Snowmen 

Art Integration - Make a snowman model 
Grammar-  Simple present tense, past 

tense and progressive tense 

PPTS, worksheets, videos, 
textbook.  

SL- Hindi पाठ -8 अक्ल का पौधा 

अ  न  ु  चे्छद – जल ही जीवन 

Worksheets, ppt, textbook, video 

SL- Telugu LS-11. తెలంగాణ రాష్ట్ర చిహ్నా లు, 

10. వేమన శతకం 

(5,6 పదా  ु లు, తాతప రాా లు), 

1.తెలంగాణ రాష్ట్ర 

చిహ్నా లను  తరగతి 

పుస్తకంలో  అతికంచడం 

 

1. పదాా లాపన 

TL – Hindi ऋ , ए , ऐ worksheets 

TL - Telugu Recap క-ఞ  letter from ట- న worksheets, PPT 

Mathematics Ch: 5 Multiplication (Ex: 5G, 5H) 
Ch: 9 Money 

Worksheets, Power points, plastic 
money. 

EVS/G.S Ls 10-Sources of food 

 

Ls 11-Cooking and Eating 

PPT, Worksheets, Videos, 
Textbook. 

Computers 
/IT 

Ls.6 FORMATTING A DOCUMENT 
SEA: Write a letter to your friend and 
format the document by applying the 

effects. 
(Students will learn about editing the 

text, by changing handwriting style, size, 
inserting page borders, how to change 

Textbook, Worksheets, Videos. 



the page colour, inserting pictures, 
shapes etc.…) 

HEP Warm up exercise and recreation fun 
games 

YouTube link to PPTs 

ART/CRAFT Activity -1 
Drawing of MAHATMA GANDHI 
L.C: Children will improve their 

concentration while drawing as pre 
instruction.  

 
Activity – 2 

BIRDS Wall hangers 
L.C: To develop fine motor skills and 

creativity. 

Activity -1 
A4 size white paper, colour pencils. 

 
 
 

Activity – 2 
cardboard, Acrylic paints,wool,color 
beats scissors any decorative items 

 
.-YouTube links 
-Google images 

Dance/ 
Music 

Dance :Four corners ,Body rolls, Head 
nod, and Snap roll 

Mode: western 

L.C-students will learn different Body 
alignments of postures, and also doing 

nod and rolls, will improve body flexibility 
and grooves the style. 

 

Music : Heal the world by Mr. Michael 
Jackson 

Genre :pop 

L.C- Students will know the importance of 
Environment and Nature Sustainability 

and will 
Also know about protection of all the 
creatures and environment subject to 

check on excessive pollution and 
resources Utilization. 

YouTube videos, Choreography 
Videos, PPts (defining body 

alignment), Ms. Word Documents  

 

Ms. Rajitha / Ms.Sudha Rani Class Teacher 
Ms. Maheshwari Academic Incharge 

Ms.  Rachana Singh Academic Coordinator  
Ms.  Vanaja Principal 
 


